
Kwik Kopy Richmond  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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The team at Kwik Kopy were great - very helpful and friendly.  We talked through the stock and 
what I wanted - and now everyone is very impressed with my business cards!

 Tans08 - Head Of Brand Partnerships & Market

11/03/2020Easy to work with and love my business cards

We used Kwik Kopy Richmond for our business cards, they were easy and quick 
to communicate with and the product was ready in no time at all! Will continue 
to use them in the future. 

 Jasmine3002 - Practice Manager

11/02/2020Great Service with Quick Delivery

Very nice staff and extremely helpful, very quick turn around and competitive prices

 Jeno - Director

16/01/2020friendly and helpful

The team at Richmond are always helpful in supplying competitive quotes and quality products, 
on time.  We have used them several times now and are most impressed with their price, quality, 
lead times and overall business acumen.

 Brent - National Account Manager

15/01/2020Awesome service and quality products.

Kwik Kopy Richmond

“ ”
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I had a last minute printing request - the staff at Richmond were super friendly and the prints 
were high quality and ready at short notice. Thank you!

 Taree - Business Support

15/01/2020Super fast and friendly

I made requests to Kwik Kopy in 2019 relating to a number of projects in play. Kwik Kopy did 
exceptional art work, provided the product prior to the deadline provided and delivered some of 
the urgent jobs by hand to the office - great job!!

 Wendy B - Executive Assistant

15/01/2020Executive Assistant

The team were super helpful and printed top quality work super quick

 NateRyan - Brand Activations Manager

15/01/2020Nice and easy, great team

I have had a number of printing jobs with Kwik Kopy Richmond and its been the best printing 
experience.  Staff take real care to ensure the best outcome.  Much appreciated.

 Marion - Director

13/12/2019Excellent Service and Care
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As a local business we know we can rely on Kwik Kopy Richmond to fill all sorts of orders quickly, 
to a high standard and with fantastic customer service. The call the week of Grand Final from 
Paul was a great touch and very useful for some last minute jobs!

 GMartin - Assistant Venue Manager

11/11/2019Fantastic Service

I have been going to Kwik Kopy for a while. They are always reliable, super fast and affordable. 
Whenever I have a tricky printing job, I know I can count on them.

 Krizia 

13/11/2019Great service and fast turnaround

I always enjoy dealing with Kwik Kopy Richmond. Paul and his team always strive 
to give us the best possible result for the lowest price. Great work guys.

 
 Madwitten - Creative Manager

10/09/2019Great service and great work.

I recently used Kwik Kopy Richmond for an urgent print job for work. Their communication was 
fast and clear with a great response time understanding the time constraints I was under. Quality 
of final product was also spot on!

 Stuart Fergie - Business Development Manager

10/09/2019Fast Efficient Service and Delivery

“ ”
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Have used their printing services for multiple jobs and the service always exceeds expectations.

 JQ Security - Sales Director

15/08/2019Fast and efficient service

Our company has worked with Kwik Kopy Richmond in the lead up to major events and on each 
occasion, they’ve always delivered top quality & great service. I’ve worked closely with Paul, Ollie 
& Zahra who are very pleasant to deal with and will go above & beyond when things don’t work 
out. That says a lot about their integrity and customer care. I’m more than happy to recommend 
their line of service to any business as they distribute locally in metro and regional areas. They 
are a reliable team!

 Viatek Group - Marketing Manager

14/08/2019A reliable set of hands

I ordered from Kwik Kopy a few months ago for a small-medium volume order. This was my first 
experience doing so, and they were absolutely delightful! Not being an expert in this department 
at all; the team were quick in response and turn around time and delivered the exact product I 
wanted. It’s great they’re helpful in providing you with all the options but allow you to be the 
decision maker to get the look and feel of the product you are wanting. Highly recommended!

 Torijames 

14/05/2019Great Product, Service and Staff!

Excellent communication and fast service as always.

 KristenM - Planning & Comms Dev Exec

14/05/2019Very reliable, great service
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I have used Kwik Kopy for a few jobs now, they are fast, efficient, and always do a great job.  
Would definitely recommend.

 GBeks - Gm Marketing

14/01/2019Fast, efficient, and no fuss

You printed my brochures. great quality and service.

 Isabel Moreno 

16/01/2019Great service and personal attention

Great products.  Excellent service and great quality product.  Products produced in a timely 
manner.

 Shas - Business Manager

16/01/2019Great product.  Excellent service

Very quick turn around, for last minute jobs! Great quality of product

 CatherineLever2018 - Marketing

11/12/2018A4 flyers
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We have used Kwik Kopy Richmond numerous times now and we are really happy with the 
quality of their work and how efficient they are in getting the jobs done. Highly recommend!

 Musicmadness - Events

12/11/2018Fast, efficient and great quality work

I was so impressed with the response and turn around time from Kwik Kopy. The staff were 
extremely friendly and Paul Winters went above and beyond his job to accommodate us and 
dropped off and picked up printed certificates to our office. Thank you so much

 LucyB - Senior People & Culture Advisor

10/09/2018Responsive, prompt and excellent service !

placed an order for business cards and received same day action and proof.  Great service :)

 CaterinaB - Office Manager

14/08/2018prompt and professional

Kwik Kopy are fast becoming one of our most trusted quick turnaround print partners. Paul and 
the team are a pleasure to work with and never cease to surprise with how often they go above 
and beyond.

 JessH - Senior Producer

14/08/2018Excellent service every time!
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Kwik Kopy helped us with printing and printing advice which meant we could look after our 
clients without concern.

 Juliet - Associate

14/08/2018Great service!

I urgently needed some business cards and a brochure for a conference.  Kwik Kopy managed to 
turn these around in two days :)

 GBeks - Marketing Manager

16/07/2018Very efficient!

Quick and reliable print place. Really worth and the price is very competitive!

 Carrisaghs - Account Executive

28/03/2018Great Service!

I use Kwik Kopy Richmond for all my plan printing. For years I’d been heading to 
Officeworks but grew increasingly frustrated with the lack of care or skill Paul 
and the team down at Richmond are always attentive and quick to deliver when I 
send things through 

 Teerav - General Manager

28/03/2018Amazing service and friendly staff“ ”
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friendly helpful staff, beautiful product delivered to the door.

 Jain - CEO

14/12/2017very good prompt service

One of the minor good and friendly companies out there who provide what you pay for. Should 
definitely be looking into banner printing and Plan / Tender doc printing also as I believe the 
manual printing is a one off print for each Job, but increasing the job opportunities will provide a 
much larger span in the industry.

 Simon_20 - Co Ordinator

25/08/2017Good Service / Production

I use Kwik Kopy often for signage and collateral printing jobs of varying sizes, and they are 
always very helpful and easy to work with.

 Rach 

21/07/2017Good team and service

I had Richard from Kwik Kopy come out and assist us with our visual goals for our training room. 
He was great to work with and got back to us in a timely manner.

 BuccheriGroup - Customer Service Officer

21/07/2017Great Work
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Jobs were required yesterday(??) and Kwik Kopy were able to speed up the service and it was not 
problem at all. Very reliable and will be back!

 LH_Design - Designer

19/06/2017Great professional and friendly service

Colour + finished product excellent for our DL postcards and a custom made flag design

 S112Balmain - Communications Manager

19/06/2017Speedy friendly service as always

Great customer service and hand delivered. Really impressed.

 Aine McKay - Engagement Coordinator

9/06/2017Business Cards

The team at Kwik Kopy Richmond have always gone above and beyond for us, nothing is too 
much trouble, no job to big or small and the turnaround times are super quick!

 Wallis - Graphic Designer

7/06/2017Excellent Customer Service
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I have had a few posters printed by Kwik Kopy recently and they have been very helpful with 
service and products have been great! Would highly recommend!

 Zoe183 - PR Coordinator

26/04/2017Great Products, Fast Service

Fast turnaround and friendly service. Close to the office so they are our go-to!

 Lisette - Account Manager

21/04/2017Quick and easy

Business cards are always correct, neat & what we asked for.

 Urology - P.A.

21/04/2017Prompt & Precise

Speedy service and friendly people! No job is too small and I always get deliveries on time and on 
budget.

 Rach 

21/04/2017Great service
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Hand delivered, high quality prints, fast turn around. These guys a smooth sailing from start to 
finish.

 Celeste - Sales And Marketing Manager

21/04/201710/10 service, every time.

The Richmond KK team are always fast to respond, so thorough and have even 
hand delivered work over to me before - a ten min walk away. Will continue to 
use for anything I can think of

 
 CharleyM - General Manager

21/04/2017
Best service, great people, great 
results

Deadlines change quite often and when mine changed to printing and laminating due by end of 
day, Kwik Kopy Richmond really stepped up the plate and put my mind at ease. I was able to pick 
up a great final product with time to spare!

 Kwik Kopy Richmond Customer - Account Manager

23/03/2017Great service with a quick turn around.

As a supplier of mine, Kwik Kopy are super reliable which I love. I use the Kwik Kopy in Richmond 
quite frequently - they are always quick with turn around times (as my requests are too often 
last minute!) and it’s really helpful that the company can invoice and expect payment after I’ve 
already received the product.

 Bacon - Account Manager

22/03/201798% of the time extremely quick and helpful

“ ”
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Our organisation has been using Kwik Kopy Richmond for over a decade. The main reasons they 
are our printers of choice is due to:1. Trust that they will deliver when we need it (even if we give 
them tight deadlines)2. Fairness and competitiveness of quotes

 Charlotte - Marketing Manager

21/02/2017Consistent service over the decade

I requested copies of training books and reviewed them very promptly

 Saraht - Group Health And Safety Manager

18/12/2016quick and great service

Love using Kwik Kopy, great product and always there to assist in questions and requests we 
have!

 Luc87 - Owner

8/12/2016The best in customer service!

Local to our office, helpful and friendly staff  .

 Nick Corr - General Manager

8/12/2016Kwik by name and quick by nature.
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We have used Kwik Kopy Richmond many times and often with a deadline panic (thanks 
marketing!!) They are cool, calm and professional. I highly recommend this business and the 
people that make it great. Thanks.

 Kenp - Office Manager

17/11/2016Customer driven & great service

I had a small print run that I needed done within a few hours. The team responded to my request 
within minutes making the process easy and fulfilling all of my requirements. The communication 
was fantastic taking the stress out of the project. Thanks

 Kimbo - Vim Print Production Coordinator

8/11/2016Seamless, quick and great quality

An urgent job needed to be printed within a couple of hours, Kwik Kopy were extremely helpful 
and provided an amazing service and finished product. Highly recommended!!!

 RebeccaR - VM Coordinator

18/10/2016AMAZING service provided!

Always provide the best service and will go out of their way to help. Quick response and delivery 
time.

 Navd - Consultant

3/10/2016Service is great and very friendly!
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Contacted the team with urgent requests. They managed to meet all our deadlines.

 Kitchener - Marketing

27/09/2016Quick to respond to urgent need

Always reliable, punctual and give the best quality printing. No need to go anywhere else!

 Luwalsh - Owner

22/09/2016Great service and people

I order our stationery supplies at Kwik Kopy Richmond.  Recently ordered multiple material with 
quick turn around time and Louise was a great help and we met our deadline and the jobs were 
all good quality for our event.

 CatB - Office Manager

2/09/2016
excellent quick service by Louise from Rich-
mond

I use Kwik Kopy fairly often and they are always happy to help with a query or quick turnaround.

 Rach 

18/08/2016Helpful service
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We can always rely on Kwik Kopy to meet our strict deadlines and execute our last minute 
projects!

 Nicole - Events & Community Manager

18/08/2016True to the name - KWIK Kopy

I am a regular customer at Kwik Kopy Richmond and they always look after me and 
go above and beyond for me. I have complete confidence in their ability to deliver a 
brilliant product, on time and on budget/brief. 

 Cait_malone - Senior Graphic Designer

16/08/2016Great people and brilliant service!!!

They work quickly and provide a very high quality job! I am very satisfied with them and 
recommend their service.

 Anola - Marketing & Comms Coordinator

21/07/2016Great service!

We engaged Kwik Kopy to do a fast turnaround small scale job for a client.  Overall, we got a 
result that the client was happy with, and along the way all the service & info from the team in 
Cremorne Kwik Kopy to enable this - all on a job that wasn’t large, so could have easily been put 
to the bottom of the pile but wasn’t.  Great job...!

 Trav - Account Director

21/07/2016Great service & fast turn around...

“ ”
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I have always found the people at Kwik Kopy very easy to deal with and they work very hard to 
accommodate some crazy deadlines.

 Kenp - Office Manager

10/12/2015Great service

I can’t thank the team at Kwik Kopy Richmond too much; they are patient with my unusual 
requests and always willing to help me achieve the best outcome, whether on design or price. Oh, 
and they are reliable too.

 Big ideas - Director

16/07/2016Patience and nothing’s too hard

Our business has been using Kwik Kopy Richmond for more than 5 years now. It is imperative 
that we have quality printing, and quickly. I can always rely on the team at Kwik Kopy to deliver 
a top notch job, sooner than I expect!

 Charlotte - Marketing Executive

15/07/2016Kwik service, outstanding team

Kwik Kopy always respond promptly to my requests. They are professional and efficient and I am 
very happy with the service they offer.

 Lynth - Office Manager

29/12/2015Great service and products!

I always use Kwik Kopy Richmond and they always delivery excellent service.

 George V - National Manager

11/12/2015Awesome service super fast.



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.richmond.kwikkopy.com.au


